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EXPERIMENT No. 5

1.0 Title :
To implement the Recursive function for Factorial.

2.0 Prior Concepts:
Iterations, Stack, Stack Operations. Function Parameters, Local & Global variables.

3.0 New Concepts:
Recursion, Recursive calls, Return Address

Proposition 1: Recursion:

Recursion is the process of calling a function or procedure from itself. The basic idea behind solving

problems via recursion is to break the instance of the problem into smaller and smaller pieces until

the pieces are so small they can be solved trivially.

Proposition 2 : Recursive call:

When the function is called or invoked form itself, it is called as recursive call.

Proposition 3 : Return Address:

The return address is the address from where the program execution continues after the completion

of recursive call.

4.0 Learning objectives:
Intellectual skills:

• To understand Recursive function.

• To understand use of Stack during Recursive calls.

• To understand behavior of Local and Global variables in recursion.

• To understand the return address and its use in recursion.

• To understand the execution of the recursive calls and recursive functions.

Motor skills:

• Ability to solve recursively defined problems using computer programs.

• Ability to divide the problem into smaller tasks.

• Ability to write Recursive functions.

• Ability to debug and trace the post execution of the recursive calls.

• Ability to write a modular program using Recursive function(s).
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5.0 Concept Structure :

6.0 Stepwise Procedure:
The steps for implementation of recursive function for factorial are:

1 Read the integer number of which factorial is to found.

2 Define function declaration for recursive function.

3 Write the recursive function code.

a) Note local variables and parameters.

b) Implement initialization and preprocessing.

c) Implement termination condition and recursive call.

d) Implement post processing.

e) Return result.

4   Invoke the recursive function.

6.1 Recursive Process :
To understand the process of Recursion let us consider the example of the factorial function, which plays

important role in mathematics and statistics. Factorial of a positive integer n is defined as the product of

all the integers between n and 1.  For example the factorial of 5 = 5 * 4 * 3 * 2 * 1 = 120 and factorial of 7

= 7 * 6 * 5 * 4 * 3 * 2 * 1 = 5040. The mathematical representation of factorial of n is given as n! = n * (n-

1) * (n-2) * (n-3) … * 1 for n > 0. The definition of n! lists separate formula for each value of n. For example

4! = 4 * 3 * 2 * 1
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  which can be expressed as 4 * 3 !. So, for  n > 0, n ! = n * (n-1) !. Therefore,

  we define

0 ! = 1 ( This is mathematical rule )

1 ! = 1 * 0 !

2 ! = 2 * 1 !

3 ! = 3 * 2 !

4 ! = 4 * 3 !

5 ! = 5 * 4 !

…

and  n ! = n * (n – 1 ) !

This definition of factorial defines the factorial function in terms of itself and is called as recursive

definition. Following example demonstrates the use of recursive definition to find the factorial of 5. By

definition 5 ! = 5 * 4 !. To evaluate 5 ! we must evaluate 4 !. Going further one step 4 ! = 4 * 3 !. Therefore

we must evaluate 3 !. By this recursive process, we have

Each case is reduced to simpler case until we have reached the case of 0!, which is defined

as 1 in mathematics.  At line 6 we have a value that is defined directly as 1 and not as the factorial

of another number. We may therefore backtrack from line 6 to the line 1 returning the computed

value in one line to evaluate the result of the previous line. The arrows with returning value show the

backtracking. The backtracking indicates taking values from the stack after completion of recursive

calls and completed results.

6.2 Recursive Functions :
Recursive functions are powerful technique in programming by which the mathematical recursive

expressions can be expressed in a close form to their natural statement and evaluated. A

Recursive function has two basic parts – Recursive part and Termination condition. The

termination condition ensures that the repeated self-invocation comes to end at some point.
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For our example of the factorial function:

  1,  if n = 0 Terminating condition.

  n * (n-1)!, if n > 0

The post processing part will be executed for each recursive calls with the values of local variables

and function parameters at the instance when recursive call is made. The address for execution will

be taken as per the position of recursive call in the function. In our function there is only one

statement for recursive call.

6.3 Algorithm :
For this the recursive algorithm is shown below:

Step 1: [Function declaration with parameter]

Function Factorial ( n as integer) as integer

Step 2: [If termination condition is satisfied return 1 otherwise make a

 recursive call with new parameter as (n-1)]

If ( n = 0 ) Factorial = 1

Else Result = n * Factorial (n-1)

Step 3: Return (Result)

When there is the recursive function call from the function, the local variables and the function

parameters are stored on to the stack. The address of the next statement to be executed after

completion of recursive call is also pushed on the stack.  For the example in Fig 5.1, the stack for local

variable n will be as:

n ! =

Top

The backtracking indicates taking values from the stack after completion of recursive calls referred

here as post processing.
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6.4 Flow Chart : (Student shall develop and draw)

7.0 Implementation:
The complete C program should be implemented using function:

• a recursive function for factorial

8.0 Result:
The hard copy output should contain the complete program code with appropriate comments and multiple

outputs for varying inputs.

9.0 Enhancement:
To understand the process of recursion, preprocessing and post processing, add few statement

so as the current value for n, partial result and parameters can be displayed before the recursive

call and after the recursive call. Also this will help to understand how stack is used in the

recursive function. Teacher may give demonstration for the same or similar example.
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10.0 Questions:
Write answers to: Q…. Q…. Q…. Q….

(The question numbers to each student should be allotted by the teacher.)

1. Define recursion. State four recursive mathematical or general problems.

2. Differentiate between recursion and iteration in programming.

3. The execution of recursion is slower than iterative solution. Elaborate with example.

4. Write a recursive function for finding GCD of two integer numbers.

5. Write a recursive function for finding the Fibonacci series up to N.

6. Explain the use of stack in the recursion process.

7. Explain the role of local variables and global variables in recursion.

8. Show the stack contents for each recursive call for generating the Fibonacci series up to N. Take

appropriate value for N.

9. Recursive algorithm has three major steps – Prologue, Body and Epilogue. Explain these three

terms.

10.  Draw a flow chart to show the recursion process using the steps specified for the recursion in Q9.
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(Space for Answers.)
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(Space for Answers.)


